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This article focuses on touch, talk and embodied resources as a means of directing participants’ 
attention to a focal point in a pedagogical task. The data are drawn from a corpus of approximately 150 
hours of video-recorded lessons from primary and lower secondary classrooms in monolingual and 
multilingual settings in Finland. The data were scanned for episodes of touch that occurred between 
teachers and students in relation to an ongoing pedagogical agenda. Using multimodal conversation 
analysis, we identified a complex multimodal gestalt (CMG; Mondada 2014a) consisting of touch 
followed by a deictic pointing gesture that occurred within an ongoing pedagogical activity. We present 
three excerpts from different pedagogical contexts that involve such a CMG as a means of directing a 
recipient’s attention to a pedagogical task. The CMG is relevant for managing attention within an ongoing 
learning task. We show how this CMG provides parallel participation frameworks without competition 
for the speaker, and argue that it is a technique for bringing together the teacher, student and content 
in ways that encourage the recipient’s attention to the pedagogical content. This analysis contributes to 
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An essential communicative action during pedagogical activities is to direct another’s 
attention to an object of focus. In this article, we explore how talk and embodied resources, 
especially touch, work together to direct a recipient’s attention to a focal point in classroom 
learning environments. We focus on cases in which one participant ostensibly notices that 
another participant is not attending to the relevant content and treats this lack of attention 
as demonstrably missing. We detail ways in which teachers use touch to direct individual 
students’ attention to a focal point within learning tasks, and students use touch to draw a 
teacher’s attention to the content to be worked on. Thus, the phenomenon under 
investigation is the pursuit of attention that involves one participant touching another during 
pedagogical activities. 
 Our study contributes to the growing body of research within ethnomethodological 
conversation analysis on haptic sociality (Cekaite 2015, 2016; Goodwin 2017; Goodwin & 
Cekaite 2018; Streeck 2013). Thus far, studies that have an educational focus have primarily 
been conducted in early childhood settings. Research reports that haptic means are used 
predominately for the socio-relational work of controlling, comforting and assisting, and, to 
some extent, for teaching academic content (Bergnehr & Cekaite 2018). Touch is also used 
in socializing preschool children to culturally appropriate behavior (Burdelski 2010; Burdelski 
2020; Burdelski & Mitsuhashi 2010), and to soothe children when they are in distress 
(Burdelski this issue; Cekaite & Kvist Holm 2017). In the secondary school context, touch is 
reported to be a resource for off-task peer socialization during the playful teasing that 
teenagers engage in (Tainio 2016). Furthermore, it is used as an attention-getting device 
between peers that enables them to construct participation frameworks that are parallel to 
the ongoing pedagogic activity; these frameworks may even overlap the teacher’s talking 
without receiving a reprimand (Karvonen, Heinonen & Tainio 2018). The affordances of 
touch in school can be attributed in part to the fact that classrooms are often crowded places 
and thus participants may study, work and collaborate in close proximity. Within this context, 
the option of touching another participant can be only as far as the stretch of one’s hand or 
the leaning of one’s head or torso.  
 Previous research conducted on touch in educational settings has focused less on 
pedagogical and more on socio-relational work of haptic sociality. The distinction may be 
vague, too, as the use of haptic means may simultaneously achieve multiple actions. By 
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haptic pedagogical work, we mean practices of touching that orient to teaching and working 
on academic content (e.g. a textbook). In contrast to early childhood education, students in 
primary and secondary education have typically been socialized to the normative practices 
of being a student (Macbeth 1990; Tainio 2007, 16-17; Margutti 2011), which involve 
postures that display an attention to the pedagogical content (Freebody & Freiberg 2000; 
Sahlström 2002, 48). In primary and secondary school, students may at times have to be 
haptically shepherded from one location of the classroom to another (Cekaite 2010), 
reminded of on-task focus or scaffolded on carrying out the tasks.  
 Thus far, among the studies on touch that contribute to pedagogical interaction, 
Heinonen, Karvonen and Tainio (2020) identify two types of pedagogical touch. The first is 
to help students to perform a task; and the second is to perform the socio-relational work 
that enables on-task behavior. Jakonen and Niemi (this issue) analyze how touch is used 
among primary school peers to manage participation in a pedagogic task. In particular, they 
show how participants use touch to regulate each other’s access to the learning materials, 
in their case a digital device. Kääntä and Piirainen-Marsh (2013) investigate manual 
guidance during a pedagogical task in a peer group. They demonstrate the extent to which 
touch serves as one of the modalities used with gesture as well as talking to establish a 
focal reference point in response to displaying an understanding of trouble with a task. 
Lindwall and Ekström (2012) report that in learning the manual skill of crocheting, touch is a 
vehicle of instruction within an ongoing pedagogical sequence. For Bergnehr and Cekaite 
(2018), touch is identified as educational when it is used to demonstrate and exemplify a 
learnable concept for language learners.  
 Our study continues the emerging line of research that examines touch as the right 
justification to achieve pedagogical goals. We contribute to the research by Heinonen et al. 
(2020) who analyzed touches on a recipient’s shoulder that initiate sequences of action. 
The sequences in their study were intended to encourage students to engage in on-task 
behavior. Here, we will demonstrate a recurrent and ordered sequence that achieves and 
directs the recipient’s attention to pedagogical content. The sequence emerges in ongoing 
pedagogical activity and consists of noticing and using touch as a summons, which is 
combined with pointing to direct a recipient’s attention to a focal content. The initiator may 
be either the teacher or the student, and the combination of touch and pointing gestures 
occurs both during student seatwork and teacher-fronted lessons. This interactional and 
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emergent phenomenon addresses the theme of human-to-human touch in institutional 
settings by being situated in the context of classroom interaction, and within pedagogical 
activities. 
 
2. Touch in managing joint attention 
A prerequisite for both human interaction in general (Mondada 2009; Depperman 2013) and 
pedagogical interaction in particular (Mortensen 2009; Tanner 2017) is the achievement and 
management of joint attention. Indeed, the ability to share attention to an outside entity is a 
prerequisite for language learning (Tomasello 2010, 302). As C. Goodwin (2007) reported 
on a case analysis concerning family homework practices, joint attention can be achieved 
through the manipulation of objects and positioning of bodies. His analysis reveals how a 
father endeavors multimodally to shape the participation framework with his daughter to 
create a joint focus on a school assignment. 
 Previous research on ethnomethodological conversation analysis has approached 
joint focus as a practical matter of social interaction (Depperman 2013; Mondada 2014a; 
2014b). Thus, this line of study highlights interactional practices that a participant can adopt 
to attract a recipient’s attention to either a speaker or an object. These practices involve both 
linguistic and embodied means of gaining a recipient’s attention. In his seminal paper on 
conversational openings, Schegloff (1968, 1080) observed a wide variety of different types 
of summons that range from a phone ring to terms of address, courtesy phrases, and 
embodied resources. These include waves of a hand or a light touch such as a tap on an 
intended recipient. Kidwell and Zimmerman (2007) offer a list of available manipulatives that 
very young children use when they try to gain a recipient’s attention to a mutual point of 
focus and act upon the contingencies of the moment. These manipulatives include one’s 
body, proximity, line of vision, gaze, and volume, such as lifting a toy to attract the adult’s 
attention to create a mutual point of attention. Mondada (2014b) emphasizes the importance 
of bodily alignment for joint attention. Tulbert and Goodwin (2011) discuss embodied 
arrangements of attention in family settings, and observe that caretakers attract children’s 
attention through the simultaneous use of multiple semiotic means, including touch.  
 Previous studies have reported that there is a wide range of practices available for 
participants to attract a recipient’s attention. These practices have been analyzed in both 
mundane and educational contexts. Our research contributes to this line of research by 
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focusing on the work of touch in drawing a recipient’s attention to academic content in 
classroom settings. Heinonen et al. (2020) report on hand-on-shoulder touches that 
teachers utilize to help students focus on ongoing pedagogical activities. Cekaite (2016) 
reports on control touches that are used in educational settings to solicit and sustain a 
coordinated and attentive participation by a child. The present study offers further evidence 
that both teacher-to-student and student-to-teacher touch is a resource used to manage 
attention. 
 In contrast to the emphasis by Cekaite (2016) on the sustained and strongly 
controlling character of touches in reprimand sequences, we will report on touches that are 
light and short. Teachers and students use these touches not to control, but to direct 
attention. In fact, Cekaite (2016) also notices a light touch when a student summons a 
teacher. As a continuation of Heinonen et al. (2020) who report on hand-on-shoulder touch 
that achieves a pedagogically relevant participation framework, our analysis shows that the 
touch is followed by a pointing gesture towards the focus of pedagogical concern. Our 
objective is to demonstrate that a pedagogical focus is orchestrated as a methodical multi-
party achievement through the dynamic use of a set of diverse semiotic fields.  
 In contributing to the body of research on managing joint attention, we examine how 
a joint pedagogical focus can be orchestrated through touch together with a set of other 
semiotic fields. For this purpose, we refer to Goodwin’s (2013) view on lamination of different 
layers of semiotic fields and their complex interplay in constructing intersubjectivity. In 
relation to this, Mondada (2014a; 2014b) traces the interactional roles of diverse modalities 
that include both linguistic and embodied resources to establish joint attention.  
 Specifically, Mondada’s concept of complex multimodal gestalt (CMG) refers to the 
dynamics and interdependence of multiple modalities (Mondada 2014a; 2014b; 2016; 
2018). CMGs constitute arrangements in time and space that create emerging and changing 
positionings between participants, whose actions, relations, rights and the obligations 
related to them are negotiated multimodally. While verbal interaction generally exhibits a 
strong tendency for participants to speak one at a time (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974), 
this preference organization for posture, gesture, and the manipulation of artifacts is 
somewhat different (Mondada 2018). The ordering of multiple modalities in a multimodal 
gestalt is not equivalent but the patterns of sequentiality may differ from those known for 
verbal interaction: Modalities other than linguistic and vocal represent “sequentially ordered 
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simultaneities” (Mondada 2018, 94). The notion of a CMG involves synchronized resources 
and gives no priority to linguistic means over embodied ones. As an example of a CMG, 
Mondada (Mondada 2014a; 2014b) reports on a pointing gesture that is synchronized with 
body adjustments and language. Our research shows that touch opens up a sequence 
where pointing gestures also feature. Other resources that are utilized to direct attention to 
pedagogical content are gaze, talking and rearranging of bodies.  
 
3. Data and method 
We examine situations that occur in the midst of ongoing pedagogical activities in which the 
teacher gives the students an independent assignment, initiates an instructional interaction, 
or questions them. Within such activities, students are routinely held accountable for 
participating in an orderly way, such as directing their gaze towards the teacher or an object 
to achieve joint attention (Sahlström 2002). We observe that touch between a teacher and 
a student serves as a resource when directing attention to a task that has already been 
launched. According to our preliminary observations of the data, teacher-to-student touch is 
more common than student-to teacher touch, but we also present a case that features a 
student who engages in touch to direct the teacher’s attention to the pedagogically relevant 
content. Use of touch is part of a more complex contextual configuration (Goodwin 2000): It 
is preparatory for a subsequent pointing gesture.  
The data are drawn from a corpus of approximately 150 hours of video-recorded 
lessons from primary and lower secondary education in monolingual and multilingual 
settings. The lessons were recorded with one to three cameras, and in some cases we use 
multiple angles in our analysis. All the data involve classes conducted as a group of 6-25 
students who work under the supervision of at least one teacher. In addition, an assistant 
teacher is often present. Overall, our research team determined that intergenerational touch 
(i.e. teacher-to-student and student-to-teacher) is more common in primary school than in 
secondary school and with beginner-level language learners (Ahlholm & Karvonen, 2020). 
In these data, we observed touch between teachers and students, and identified sequences 
involving touch that result in a participant’s displayed attention to a pedagogical focus. Here 
we analyze three representative sequences. These cases originated from i) a transitional 
class with newly arrived immigrant children between 7 and 12 years old who are beginner-
level language learners (excerpts 1 and 3) and ii) a Year 6 Finnish language and literature 
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class where students between 11 and 12 years old study Finnish as their L1 (excerpt 2). 
The CMGs emerge during individual seatwork and teacher-fronted instruction. 
The methodological framework of this study is multimodal conversation analysis 
(Goodwin 2000; Mondada 2006; Mondada 2009; Mortensen 2012; Deppermann 2013). This 
method allows us to consider attention as a practical challenge that can be solved through 
coordinated action. Furthermore, attention (and cognition more generally) is understood as 
publicly available in the details of embodied interaction through the visibility of gaze 
direction, adjustment of bodies, material artifacts, and the use of gestural and tactile 
resources. The analysis thus describes how the modalities are mobilized to achieve a 
purpose, such as a focus on pedagogical content, within a pedagogical task. The 
presentation of the data follows the CA approach (Hepburn & Bolden 2013), enriched with 
multimodal annotations (Mondada 2018). The transcriptions are complemented by analytic 
drawings and video clips to provide a synthetic perspective on the multimodal gestalt and 
on the ecology of action in context (Mondada 2018; Albert et al. 2019). 
 
4. Analysis 
We report on three analyses of intergenerational touch in classroom interaction that initiated 
a sequence of action to achieve a pedagogical focus of attention. The first two are teacher-
initiated, whereas the third is student-initiated. Moreover, the first occurs during student 
seatwork, and the second and third occur during a teacher-fronted lesson. In all cases a 
pedagogical activity is underway. In the analyzed classrooms, the spatial configuration is 
organized in a way that allows the teachers to move around freely (see Jakonen 2018). 
During lessons, teachers and assistant teachers usually walk around the classroom, 
whereas students are predominately seated at their desks unless they are requested to 
move. This spatial configuration and mobility limitations provide the participants with 
asymmetrical resources for engaging in intergenerational touch: Teachers have more 
opportunities to initiate it. By moving within the classroom space, teachers may gain access 
to the students’ desks and bodies, but the students are also able to touch their teachers 
when they come near to the students. What the excerpts have in common is that touch 
serves a pedagogical goal in a sequence that establishes joint focus on pedagogical content 




4.1 TEACHER-TO-STUDENT TOUCH DIRECTING ATTENTION TO PEDAGOGIC 
FOCUS DURING INDIVIDUAL SEATWORK 
Teachers not only instruct and give assignments, they also observe what transpires in the 
classroom, and their monitoring of their students’ conduct can be understood as professional 
vision (Goodwin 1994). In other words, they see and interpret students’ actions in relation to 
their pedagogical framework, take notice of them, and act accordingly (Lachner, Jarozka & 
Nückles 2016). When they act, they may make use of professional embodiment, such as 
their body to approach a student in order to support a task (Jakonen 2018). The first excerpt 
from a transitional class consists of students who are newly arrived immigrants. In it, the 
teacher observes a student’s conduct and acts accordingly. She initiates a sequence with 
touch that produces a change in that student’s attention.  
 The students sit around a table in a configuration that allows them to interact with 
each other, but also offers them the possibility of paying attention to task materials and the 
instructional presentation technologies. While the goal of the lesson is to learn the anatomy 
of a human heart, currently each student is expected to draw a model of a heart from an 
image posted on the wall. The focal student, Paulo, has arrived only recently, and has very 
limited access to Finnish, which is the medium of instruction. As he sits at the table, he 
produces a barely audible utterance (probably in English) and fiddles with a pencil that he 
holds between his hands. There are two adults present: a class teacher and an assistant 
teacher. Paulo sits in the left corner of the image (Fig. 1.1, camera 1).  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Paulo on the left fiddles with his pencil. Ebba and Eimar sit across the table and 
Rolan’s back is on the right. Angle from camera 1. 
 
The situation involves overlapping participation frameworks: The assistant teacher 
reproaches Rolan (on the right side of Fig. 1.1) and Radimir (not visible) who are engaged 
in a playful physical fight with each other (line 2). We will focus on what occurs in overlap 
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to this talking, which begins as the teacher approaches Paulo and touches him on the 
shoulder. The actions in which touch is embedded are described in turn in line 2. We 
provide the original verbal transcript in Finnish with an English translation beneath it. The 
transcript also indicates the focal participant’s hand gestures and touch (represented as 
ParH, where Par is short for the participant’s pseudonym and H is for hand), gaze 
directions (ParG) and embodied actions as well as posture (ParB) that occur 
simultaneously. In the descriptions of actions, “lh” refers to the left hand and “rh” to the 
right. Different symbols (*, %, ^) are used to indicate the onset of these non-vocal activities 
in relation to the talk and pauses. All excerpts below follow these conventions. 
 
#2 Model [LS35_28-02] 
01 PAULO *I’ (do/be) 
    PauH *holds a pencil with both hands above a sheet of paper 
         *Fig. 1.1 
 
02 ASS-T älkää p-, (2.3)*kahi+noiko vaa%keskittykää+omaan [juttuun. 
         Do not c- (2.3) fight. just    concentrate on own[stuff. 
    PauH/B              *pencil to rh, writing position,  [ 
    TeaB                                %approaches P,    [ 
    EeG                                            +glance[s at TCH 
                                                          [ 
03 EETU                                                   [opettaja 
                                                          [teacher 
                                        
                                                    
04 TEACHER  =(--) %kyllä %pitäiskö ^sun istua %[tässä näin. (.)  
            =(--) %actually should you sit righ[t here. (.)  
    TeaH          %strokes P’s shoulder w. lh,([Fig. 1.2)  
    TeaB                 %walks around P, stops[  
    TeaH                                      %[taps on desk w. h’s 
                                               [      (Fig. 1.3) 
    PauH                            ^moves penc[il to lh 
                                               [ 
05 ROLAN                                       [all that to white  
 
06 TEACHER  %[kato kun sä %^katot tuolt mallia. 
             [y’know ‘cuz you look at the model over there. 
    TeaH    %[leaves rh on desk,  
    TeaH     [             %points w. lh to the left (Fig. 1.4) 
    PauG/B   [             ^Gaze to TCH, posture follows pointing 
               
07 ROLAN     [not that was the (blat).((nonsense)) 
 
08 EETU     %^aga miksi hänellä on kaksi terotinta. 
            %^But why does he have two sharpeners. 
    TeaB    %withdraws from P 
    PauB      ^turns back to the sheet on the desk. 
 
09 TEACHER  ^kuule sullakin on aika ^monta kumia ja kynää ja  (---). 
            ^Listen You have      a ^lot of erasers and pens and (-) 




10 EETU    ^no se on mun minun mun ostettu kumi on se. 
           ^yes but it's my mine my eraser I bought it. 
    PauB   ^leaves the desk and heads into the direction indicated       
             by the teacher 
 
During individual seatwork, there is an expectation of appropriate behavior: Although Paulo 
does not disturb others by fiddling with his pencil, he is ostensibly not working on the task 
(lines 1–2). The teacher has apparently noticed Paulo as she approaches him. The teacher’s 
approach catches Eetu’s attention (glance in line 2), and he summons her (line 3).  
The teacher, who is now visible in the video, does not respond to Eetu but maintains 
her gaze on Paulo while she reaches with her hand towards Paulo’s shoulder and touches 
it in a stroking manner (Fig. 1.2, camera 1). This touch is launched toward a neutral body 
part (see Suvilehto et al. 2015) that is also the student’s closest body part. The direction of 
the stroke is similar to the teacher’s walking direction. She then withdraws her hand and 
walks around the boy. Standing to Paulo’s right (left in Fig. 1.3, angle from camera 2), she 
suggests that he moves his seat to be able to see the model on the wall. She taps on the 
table and thus indicates the place for him to sit (line 4). These embodied actions that include 
touch orient the child to the preconditions of fulfilling the task - the ability to see the model 
image for the drawing task, as the teacher explains in her next turn (line 6). In this sequence, 
the teacher synchronizes her embodied actions, including her body adjustment, gaze and 
gestures. The teacher’s recommended relocation for the student is indicated by a tap on the 
table, which is produced simultaneously with the deictic phrase tässä näin (‘right here’, line 
4, Fig. 1.3), and followed by a pointing gesture toward the location of the model image (line 
6, Fig. 1.4). 
 
Figures 1.2-1.4. The teacher strokes Paulo to attract his attention (1.2, camera 1), walks 
around him to indicate a location where to sit (1.3, camera 2), and finally makes a pointing 




Responding to the stroke on his shoulder, Paulo starts to look at the teacher and twists his 
body to direct his gaze in the direction of the teacher’s pointing gesture. This postural body 
torque displays a management between more than one course of action (Schegloff 1998, 
541): Paulo’s lower position orients to the study position but his torso and head align to the 
pointing by the teacher. After completing her pointing gesture, the teacher orients to other 
students, particularly Eetu (lines 8-10). At the beginning of this, Paulo remains seated. He 
returns to his initial position (line 8), then places his sheet of paper and pencil in his right 
hand, twists to the right and leaves the desk (lines 9-10). His actions suggest that he has 
only partly understood the teacher’s instruction: he gets up out of his seat and walks to the 
model image instead of taking the seat indicated by the teacher.  
 The individual task provides a pedagogical agenda and expected activity: drawing an 
image from a model. The teacher monitors the students’ work regarding the task and uses 
embodied means to direct Paulo’s attention to the materials provided. These means involve 
touch, followed by talking that is accompanied by a complex series of deictic gestures: first, 
tapping on the table; and second, pointing towards the model on the wall. These means lead 
to a change in the student’s display of attention.  
 The teacher’s touch on Paulo’s shoulder is deployed to gain his attention as a 
preliminary action before to re-orientating the child’s body to face towards the wall, which 
itself is a necessary orientation to carrying out the task. In addition, this touch resembles an 
encouraging touch: it is enacted with a soft, stroking or rubbing manner, which is typical of 
various kinds of positive affective touches (Burdelski this issue; Cekaite & Holm Kvist 2017; 
Guo et al. this issue; Raudaskoski this issue). While the touch does serve as an attention-
getting device, it may also comfort Paulo who might feel confused and lost. The teacher is 
well aware that Paulo is in the early stages of learning Finnish. Thus, he is not treated as 
having disobeyed the teacher’s instructions or classroom norms, but merely as being 
unaware of how to proceed with the task. 
 During the period of time between the teacher’s touch and her subsequent gesture 
and accompanying talking, the language learner is allowed time to adjust his attention. 
Moreover, the teacher readjusts her body next to the seat that she suggests Paulo could 
take. She enables herself to be in close proximity to that seat and uses taps on the table in 
front of it to indicate the location where Paolo should move to. In relation to the following 
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pointing, the teacher and the student are located in a manner that allows them to monitor 
each other frontally and to direct their attention to content relevant to the pedagogical task.  
 In this excerpt, the teacher’s touch is embedded within a larger project of individual 
seatwork. We can observe that touch is primarily used as a summons to attract attention, 
leading to a referring action that utilizes a pointing gesture to indicate the content that is to 
be attended to. This pointing gesture also directs the recipient (Paulo) to orient his gaze in 
another direction (almost 180 degrees behind him, in a kind of body torque, as suggested 
above). What we have witnessed here is a CMG that utilizes touch accompanied by talking 
and posture readjustment, a tapping and pointing gesture, which produce a change in the 
target student’s attention. Touch also afforded a parallel participation framework without 
disturbing the other ongoing framework in which the assistant teacher is speaking – an 
affordance of touch that is also reported elsewhere (Heinonen, Karvonen & Tainio 2020; 
Karvonen, Heinonen & Tainio 2018). 
 
 
4.2 TEACHER-TO-STUDENT TOUCH ACHIEVING ATTENTION TO PEDAGOGIC 
FOCUS WITHIN TEACHER-FRONTED ACTIVITY 
A second excerpt features a class of students from year 6 (11-12 years old) who are studying 
Finnish grammar. Similar to excerpt 1, they sit around a table in a configuration that allows 
them to interact with each other, but also enables them to pay attention to task materials 
and the instructional presentation technologies. The majority of the students are native 
Finnish speakers. The instruction is organized around the canonical teacher-led 
pedagogical sequence, IRE, with the teacher initiating (I), one of the students responding 
(R), followed by the teacher’s evaluating the response (E) (Kääntä 2010; Mehan 1979; 
Seedhouse 2004). For classroom interaction, it is typical that even when the students are 
expected as a cohort to display appropriate attention, not all students attend to their 
teacher’s instruction (Sahlström 2002). In these situations, one recurring practice is that an 
assistant teacher intervenes to resolve the lack of an individual student’s participation 
(Ahlholm & Karvonen 2020). This is where we encounter the touch that is used to initiate 
the sequence to direct the recipient’s attention.  
 In excerpt 2, the primary teacher (standing on the right in Figure 2.1, shadowed) 
carries out the IRE-based instruction. The lesson is on the Finnish case system, and the 
teacher uses the textbook to draw the students’ attention to noun suffixes. The textbook 
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layout uses the color red to mark these endings. The students sit with their textbooks open 
in front of them, and the majority of them assume a posture that allows them to see the 
textbook page. The page is also projected on a screen, which provides another option for 
attending to the pedagogical content. The assistant teacher (standing on the left, facing the 
wall) waits to be of assistance. The focal student, Anna, sits at the back (Fig. 2.1, shadowed). 
Instead of attending to her textbook or the projection on the screen behind the primary 
teacher, Anna’s head and gaze are turned towards the assistant teacher (for reasons that 
are not inferable from the video).  
 
Figure 2.1. The embodied spatial organization in excerpt 2. The focal participants appear in 
grey and from the left are the assistant teacher, Anna and the teacher. 
 
 
# 2 Question bomb [L1, 15/11] 
[The teacher stands at his desk, gazes at the middle of the class, and initiates 
a pedagogical sequence; Figure 2.1 from the beginning] 
01 TEACHER: *%Nyt tulee kysymys   (.) *% joka tulee  *%↓pommi↑na?% 
              Here comes the question (.)  like a ↓bomb? 
    AnnG    *looks to right/ass-t     * mutual gaze *glances to book  
    Ass-tB   %turns to A, approaches A  - - 
 Ass-tG             % mutual gaze  %gaze to book 
 
02          *% (0.4) 
    AnnB/H  *turns left, taps Bea’s upper arm. leans to B  
    Ass-tB   %leans upper body to A- -> 
 
03 TEACHER: %Mikä   %*+on:    *(0.4) 
             What is: (0.4)  
    Ass-tG  %gaze to A - ->  
    Ass-tH         %extends lh on A’s book ((Fig. 2.2) 
    AnnB             *turned to B, raises lh - - > 
    BeaB             +turns to A 
    AnnB    - - >             *twists body to r. - - > 
 
04 TEACHER: %*ge%ne%tiivin *+tunnu:%s:, 
              the ending of geniti:v:e, 
    Ass-tG  %gaze to A - -> 
    Ass-tH      %lh on A’s book 
    Ass-tH          %taps A’s elbow w lh, (Fig. 2.3) 
 Ass-tH                         %points to A’s book w lh(Fig. 2.4) 
    AnnH     * - - >      *points behind her shoulder 
    BeaG                    +follows A’s pointing  
 
05 StudentX  %*+än 
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                en: 
    Ass-tH   %withdraws lh, observes A 
    AnnG/B     *readjusts body, takes study position 
    BeaG       +looks to A/middle distance 
 
06           %*+(4.0) 
    Ass-tB/H %leans to A’s desk, rests w lh on desk, 
    AnnG/B    *looks away, turns gaze to page - - > 
    BeaG       +looks to A, then turns to middle 
 
07 TEACHER:  %*Hanna ((first name of student allocated)) 
    Ass-tH   % points w rh (Fig. 2.5) 
    AnnG/B    *leans forward to look at the page - - > 
 
 
Figure 2.2-2.4 The assistant teacher indicates the focal point in the learning materials (2.2), 
monitors Anna’s attention and uses touch to attract her attention (2.3), and re-indicates the 
point while monitoring at the same time (2.4). 
 
The excerpt begins with the teacher’s preface that announces that the next question will 
‘come as a bomb’ (line 1). With this idiosyncratic expression, he instructs all students to 
listen attentively because he might allocate the turn to anyone (Karvonen, Tainio, Routarinne 
& Slotte 2015; Karvonen, Tainio & Routarinne 2018). While the teacher makes this 
preliminary announcement (Schegloff 2007, 28–29), the assistant teacher turns to Anna, 
and begins to move toward her. In a progression of the pedagogical interaction, Anna’s 
posture has become observable as being non-attendant to the pedagogical focus, which is 
in the textbook page (Figure 2.1).  
 In the middle of the primary teacher’s preface, as the assistant teacher approaches 
Anna, Anna’s gaze meets the assistant teacher’s gaze and this leads to a moment of mutual 
gaze. Soon after, Anna shifts her gaze away, and then turns towards the page of her book. 
The assistant teacher’s gaze follows the trajectory of Anna’s gaze towards the page. In the 
first phase of this excerpt, the approaching assistant teacher appears at first to affect Anna’s 
focus. (Line 1). 
 The duration of the assistant teacher’s approach to Anna lasts as long as it takes the 
teacher to finish his preface. In this sense, we can observe that the assistant teacher’s 
embodied action is adjusted to and synchronized with the teacher’s verbal action. At the 
same time, Anna turns to her peer sitting next to her (Bea) and taps Bea’s upper arm (line 
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2). When the primary teacher begins his next turn with a structure that projects a question 
(Mikä on ‘What is’, line 3, Figure 2.2), the assistant teacher has adjusted his body so that 
he is next to Anna. He monitors her face and extends his left hand to point to the textbook 
page in front of Anna and to indicate where she can look for an answer. Anna continues to 
be preoccupied with Bea; Anna turns her body away from Bea, making a pointing gesture 
over her right shoulder to indicate something to Bea, whose gaze follows. During these 
actions, Anna is ostensibly not attending to the pedagogic task. She also manages to 
disengage her peer, who now attends to Anna instead of the pedagogical content.  
 As a follow-up to Anna’s displayed lack of focus on the academic agenda, the 
assistant teacher taps Anna’s elbow in the middle of the teacher’s question (Fig. 2.3, line 4). 
This tap may have been intended to target her upper arm, but when Anna raises her hand, 
her elbow meets the trajectory of the assistant teacher’s left hand. While the teacher 
completes his question, the assistant teacher makes another pointing gesture to the open 
textbook page in front of Anna, and again monitors the response by looking at Anna’s face 
(Fig. 2.4, end of line 4). When the teacher starts to allocate the respondent (line 7), he 
repeats the tap but uses his right hand. By switching his hand, he also adjusts his posture 
and twists his upper body to create a triangular formation so that the participants are able to 
see each other’s faces as well as the textbook page (line 7, Fig. 2.5). Anna finally assumes 
what we refer to as a study position, and her posture displays that she is looking at the 
textbook. 
 
Figure 2.5 The assistant teacher manages to direct Anna’s attention to pedagogical content, 
the textbook. 
 
Excerpt 2 instantiates the multiple and simultaneous participation frameworks in which touch 
is embedded within a teacher-fronted activity. Besides the teacher-led and agenda-driven 
participation framework between the teacher and the student cohort, the assistant teacher 
constructs a parallel participation framework that supports the pedagogical sequence and 
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directs one student’s attention toward the content. At the same time, the student interacts 
with her peer to build an off-record participation framework. In this micro-level competition 
for student focus, a short, soft tap on the recipient’s elbow is used as an attention-getting 
device. This is followed by a pointing gesture that attempts to draw attention to the 
pedagogical content in the textbook. This pointing gesture indicates where to retrieve 
information to answer the teacher’s question. 
 During the sequence, the assistant teacher’s touch followed by his pointing gesture 
is only one means to direct attention to the task. These movements serve to remind the 
student of a classroom rule that they should remain focused when the teacher is talking to 
them (Freebody & Freiberg 2000). The sequence in which touch is one of the multimodal 
means emerges only after the pedagogical sequence is projected when Anna’s body and 
gaze direction are observably displaying a failure to attend to the pedagogic task. Thus, the 
adult-initiated touch also manifests itself as an embodied reproach, referring to the 
classroom norm, and serves to enforce the rules (Jakonen 2016). Reproaches in the 
classroom are designed to consider the student’s familiarity with the violated rule (Margutti 
2011), and for this reason the assistant teacher’s touch on the student’s elbow is sufficiently 
clear for the recipient and needs no verbal explanation. 
 In extract 2, the classroom instruction was distributed among multiple participants 
within overlapping participation frameworks: The primary teacher instructed mainly verbally 
with the help of an overhead projection, whereas the assistant teacher employed gestural 
and tactile resources when a student’s attention was observably not on task. The assistant 
teacher’s touch attracted the student’s attention, which was a prerequisite to direct it. 
Pointing then followed, and the configuration of these means achieved the student focus on 
the task. Overall, the sequence is even more complex because it is connected to the 
temporal unfolding of instruction, and it is sequentially organized and multilayered, involving 
visual monitoring and body adjustment to meet the contingencies of the moment. In its 
context, the touch plus pointing gestalt occurred within competing simultaneous practices 
carried out by different participants and afforded non-vocal communication when the teacher 




4.3 STUDENT-TO-TEACHER TOUCH ACHIEVING ATTENTION TO PEDAGOGIC 
FOCUS DURING TEACHER-FRONTED ACTIVITY 
In contrast to the previous two excerpts, the analysis of excerpt 3 focuses on a student-
initiated touch of a teacher. Here, we encounter the same transitional class as in excerpt 1. 
The lesson occurs at the beginning of the academic year. That is, all students are just 
beginning to learn the language of instruction, Finnish. This time they sit individually in 
rows in order to see and hear the teacher’s instruction. In general, in our data this spatio-
material configuration leads less frequently to tactile contact between participants than 
when the students sit around tables. The teacher has implemented a morning routine that 
entails naming the day, making observations about the weather, verbalizing these 
observations and deciding on what a paper doll should wear for the day. Students are 
encouraged to use textbooks to search for vocabulary. The pedagogical motivation for this 
routine is to create a play-like participatory space for the supported rehearsal of everyday 
vocabulary. In addition to the class teacher, two assistant teachers are present. One of 
them has seated herself next to the youngest of the students, Max. As the youngest in the 
class, he is also a beginner in literacy, receiving special adult assistance. 
 Prior to this excerpt, Max and the assistant teacher listened to the primary teacher’s 
talk. During this talk, they also engaged in a private nonverbal interaction. The assistant 
teacher has searched for the relevant page in the book for Max, and it is now open in front 
of him. While the assistant teacher displays that she is listening to the teacher talking, Max 
begins to study the page (Fig. 3.1 below). The transcript captures the teacher’s evaluation 
within one of the IRE cycles that is used to elicit suggestions for dressing a paper doll (line 
1). In this case, the predominately nonverbal interaction between Max and the assistant 
teacher is more important than the talk-in-interaction.  
 





#3 Paper doll clothes [LS3_15-09] 
01 TEACHER §%nonii& eli ensimmäiset (.)%hyvä. 
             so   the first ones (.) good. 
    AsstG  §to teacher presentation 
    MaxG/H  %to book - ->              %extends rh to Ass-t 
                  &Fig. 3.1 
             
02         %§(0.8)% 
    Max-H  % rh to Ass-t L-upper arm, taps (Fig. 3.2), % 
    Max-G  % moves G to Ass-t (Fig. 3.2), turns back on book 
    AsstG   §moves G to M (Fig. 3.3) 
    AsstH      §turns to M,  
    Max-H             % points to book%(Fig. 3.4) 
    Asst-G/H          § looks at book, leans twd M (Fig. 3.4) 
 
03 MAX     %§(pois,) 
             (away,) 
    Max-G  %attends to book, pointing on it 
    AsstG   §attends to book, leaning forward, pointing 
             
04         %§(2.5) 
    Max    %points to book, studies it 
    Asst    §leans on the book, studies it 
 
05 TEACHER §nämä on %ehkä §&oranssit %housut? jos kat%soo läheltä  
            these are maybe orange  pants?   if you look closely 
    AsstH   ......... . .§gestures putting on a scarf§, , , , 
    Max-G/H         %G to A          %nods           %points 
                           &Fig. 3.5                    
 
 
Figures 3.2-3.4 Max reaches to the assistant teacher’s upper arm. As a consequence, they 
both direct their gaze to the contents in Max’s book. 
 
During the pause that follows the teacher’s evaluation (line 2), Max uses his right hand to 
reach and tap the assistant teacher’s upper arm (Fig. 3.2). In response, the assistant teacher 
turns her gaze to Max (Fig. 3.3). As soon as Max attracts her attention, his gaze shifts again 
to the book, and he points to it repetitively (Fig. 3.4). The assistant teacher turns to the page 
and begins pointing at it (lines 3–4). When the primary teacher utters an assessment that 
further comments on the color of the first choice of clothing (l. 5), the assistant teacher 
straightens up, and makes a gesture of putting on a scarf (Fig. 3.5). Max responds to this 
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pretend action by acknowledging it with a nod and making a pointing gesture to the page in 
front of him. 
 
Figure 3.5 The assistant teacher pretends to put a scarf on. 
 
The participation roles in excerpt 3 differ from those in the previous excerpts. A student 
initiates a complex multimodal gestalt to create a joint focus of attention that is relevant to 
the pedagogical interaction currently underway. Similar to other examples, here the CMG 
consists of a touch that draws the recipient’s attention that is further directed to the relevant 
pedagogical content, which is the textbook page in front of the student. By using touch to 
attract the assistant teacher’s attention, Max is able to initiate an overlapping participation 
framework during the teacher-fronted activity. In this particular situation, the overlapping 
action forms an embedded insertion subsequence (Schegloff 2007, 97-117) within the 
ongoing pedagogical activity. The student-initiated touch displays an intense orientation to 
the ongoing learning activity, as well as the student’s eagerness to present his skills. This 
sequence resembles previous cases in that it consisted of two parts. The first was touch, 
which was used as an attention-getting device, and the second is a gesture, which was used 
as a referring action to indicate the focal point of attention and establishes it in reference to 
the pedagogical content. This technique was used to achieve a pedagogical focus of 
attention.  
  
5. Concluding discussion  
We have examined a sequence initiated with touch directs attention to an object of focus in 
a sequential context where a pedagogical activity was underway. The type of pedagogical 
formation varied: In excerpt 1, the task involved individual seatwork whereas in excerpts 2 
and 3 there was teacher-fronted questioning based on the IRE sequences. Both teacher-to 
student (ex. 1 & 2) and student-to-teacher sequences were observed (ex. 3). The analyzed 
sequences consisted of at least two actions: The initial action prepares for the following 
action. Touch was used to draw the recipient’s attention, whereas a pointing gesture 
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subsequently directed the attention towards the object. The pointing gesture located the 
pedagogical content in the environment to be attended to. As we argued, the configuration 
of touch and pointing gesture constitutes a complex multimodal gestalt (CMG). The 
observed sequential body technique fosters pedagogical activities and on-task behavior.  
 Depending on the contingencies of the moment, other resources in the studied 
sequences included the adjustment of bodies, talking and access to material artifacts. In 
excerpt 1, the teacher’s movement of her body to the location where the boy being 
addressed should be sitting and the tapping on the table were crucial. On the one hand, as 
in excerpt 1, the initiator of the multimodal configuration may also use verbal means. On the 
other hand, as in excerpt 2, the person who uses the touch and pointing CMG can work in 
concert with an unfolding verbal action that is conducted by another participant. During 
excerpt 2, the embodied means of directing a student’s attention were tailored to address 
the trajectory of the teacher’s verbal preface as well as the initiation of a question. As a local 
contingency, both in excerpts 1 and 2, the target student’s neglect of the pedagogical 
agenda was observable to a teacher’s professional vision (see Lachner et al. 2016): The 
teacher (or an assistant teacher) monitored the students and initiated the CMG to manage 
a student’s lack of attention. Finally, in excerpt 3, a student who was intensively attending 
to the pedagogical frame deployed the CMG to receive assistance from the assistant teacher 
sitting next to him. 
 The attention-directing touches cooperate with talking and their timing was designed 
to fit the trajectory of the ongoing sequence and its multiple participation frameworks. In 
excerpt 2, the timing of the assistant teacher’s approach, pointing actions and touching were 
particularly tailored to meet the primary teacher’s unfolding talking as well as the student’s 
orientation to the peer sitting next to her. This sequentially organized multimodal gestalt can 
also be achieved without talking, making it a useful resource in the ecology of managing 
parallel activities in multi-party interactions, such as interactions that occur in a classroom.  
 Although touch is exceedingly clear in indicating an addressee, it does not require 
voice and is therefore less disruptive when another person is occupying the floor. This 
technique applies to the polyphony of parallel activities that typically occur in classrooms, 
and it enables the orchestration of these parallel actions and simultaneous participation 
frameworks. It is of note that in all the classes observed at least two adults were present: 
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the primary teacher and one or two assistant teachers. In excerpt 3, the sequence formed a 
nonverbal and private two-party insertion into the whole class pedagogical action.  
 Attention-getting touches were directed to on relatively neutral parts of the receiving 
body, such as the elbow, upper arm or shoulder (also Heinonen et al. 2020; Suvilehto et al. 
2015). The location of the touch was tailored to the availability of the interlocutors’ bodies. 
The exact location therefore appears to be dependent on the participants’ proximity and 
position. For example, in excerpt 1, the teacher gently stroked the student’s shoulder while 
passing by, and subsequently placed herself in a location visible to the student, allowing for 
the next pointing action. Excerpt 2 featured the assistant teacher, who directed the attention-
getting touch to the recipient’s elbow, because the recipient was involved in another action 
that involved her raising her arm at the same time as the assistant teacher attempted to 
attract her attention. During excerpt 3, the student tapped the assistant teacher’s upper arm 
that is nearest to his hand.  
 The practice of attention-getting touch may originate from mundane interactions. 
Schegloff (1968) mentions it as one of the available practices to get a recipient’s attention. 
In comparison to sustained and strongly controlling teacher touches on students that hold a 
student’s attention (Cekaite 2016), the ones studied in this article were soft, especially when 
the teacher was the initiator. The softness of these touches, and their capacity to solicit a 
recipient’s attention, indicates that they are recognized as seeking attention. A similar 
conclusion was drawn in an earlier study where peer-to-peer touches leading to a recipient’s 
attention were described as a conventionalized method of getting attention (Karvonen, 
Heinonen & Tainio 2018). 
 The phenomenon of joint focus of attention is particularly relevant for instructional 
encounters. Forming a joint focus of attention is often a prerequisite for engagement in a 
pedagogic task. Thus, in order to involve students in learning activities, the teacher needs 
to direct the students’ attention to contents – be they spoken, written on a blackboard or 
whiteboard, or printed in a textbook. Also, a student may need to get the teacher’s attention 
to receive assistance, as in extract 3. Thus, managing attention is a necessary condition for 
a successful attempt to impact students’ encounters with pedagogical content. The 
achievement of a pedagogically relevant focus is a social and practical matter with touch 
constituting one of the useful techniques. Communicative resources such as touch, gestures 
and proxemics are used in pedagogically expedient ways, in line with verbal acts. According 
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to Heinonen et al. (2020), a hand-on-shoulder touch is a resource for constructing a 
pedagogically relevant participation framework. Our analysis contributes to this line of 
research by further specifying how the touch is coupled with a pointing gesture. The CMG 
further specifies the focus of pedagogic concern of that moment. Additional research is 
needed on touch in school to determine useful pedagogic applications for pre-service and 
in-service teachers to enhance their awareness of touch in classroom interactions.   
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